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As Anticipation builds for the impending 
Release of Super C Season the next official 
album from Cerious Music/ Storm Records 
recording artist Naeto C he has decided to 
continue his engagement with his fans by 
making available previously unreleased music 
for exclusive free downloads. Over the past 5 
years Naeto has recorded over a 100 tracks 
many of which have not been released, as a 
focused professional artist he stays busy in the 
studio either recording mixtape material or 
material for earlier projects such as WFA 
collaborations, also his own recording process 
for hid debut album. In the coming weeks you 
can expect the exclusive release of a couple of 
mixtapes Introducing Naeto 
C: The Lost verses. 
 
We just felt that it would be nice for his fans to 

feel some of his earliest material and hear his evolution from a pure hardcore emcee on strictly 
hardcore beats to the more complete artist that has evolved who is comfortable across genre 
from naija urban to dancehall, to a writer who pens some of the sweetest melodies in the game 
and who has worked as a co-producer with some of the best emerging artists in the country 
and globally. From Young Nations and Draztik in South Africa, to Jayso and the Skreelions in 
Ghana, to his original crew out of the States and even some rare unreleased freestyles we hope 
you will listen and enjoy some  of the major flavors coming from Mr Super C. 
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To Kick off the series we already made the p mix 
of Successful available, up next are three of our 
favourites, the classic Gidi is Mine, recorded for 
the debut album but unreleased, enjoy this lush 
production with that extra smooth flow and of 
course Naeto takes it home, then on Bedrock 
Naeto C can be heard having fun on this Young 
Money Monster hit and he nails it  " she wants a 
burkin bag...........beans". Finally as part of this 
kick off we are excited to put out his classic 
mixtape joint called Gotta Understand, 
recorded off the dome in London in the 
Summer of 06, and released on the Storm 
Report Mixtape and the Wfa Mixtape in 2008 
this track was noted by the world famous dj Kofi 
in 2006 who told us on the spot this kid can take 
it global. Many Naeto tracks have two or three 
versions and in the coming mixtapes and 
freebies we will make all of them available so 
that all his fans can have some more material to 
hold them until the album drops 
 
Coming Back to Super C Season, the long 
awaited Video for the official second single, the monster club and radio single Duro ft YQ is 
wrapped and will be hitting screens near you any moment now. In the meantime please enjoy 
these tracks all of which are attached here for free download and we look forward to getting 
your feedback as you lisn to Naeto C at different times in his progression and don't forget those 
mixtapes will be dropping any moment now and will be exclusively available online from his 
facebook fan pages and also from his websites and from the Storm websites as well. 
 

DOWNLOAD HERE http://www.mediafire.com/supercfreebies  

http://www.mediafire.com/supercfreebies�
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NAETO C 

• Naetochukwu Chikwe "Naeto C" was born on 
December 17th in Houston Texas. He spent his 
earlier years growing up in England and Nigeria 
within a household hugely influenced by music. 
His likeness for music grew fast and was 
articulated into other creative art forms, most 
specifically poetry, which took him to various 
competitions and earned him accolade as a 
young poet during his earlier years. Naeto 
attended the prestigious Atlantic Hall Secondary 
School, Epe Lagos and later moved to the United 
States of America to further his higher 
education in SUNY Old Westbury and a year 
later, George Washington University.While in 
the states, Naeto linked up with Uzikwendu and 
his brother, Ikechukwu, an up and coming Hip 
Hop artist out of Washington Heights, NY. The trio formed the World Famous Akademy, 
an aspiring Record Label but most importantly they developed a bond of brotherhood 
between them and became very close friends. While in the States, Naeto C recorded 
over 40 to 50 songs as a solo artist and about 25 songs with the World Famous Akademy 
as a group.He graduated in 2004 with a B Sc. in Biology. 

 

His original intention was pursuing a professional career within the medical field but like most 
creative artists, ""Naeto C", opted to drop the medical career path and follow one that would 
be more accommodating to his creative side.  His budding sense of self-employment, being an 
entrepreneur and his numerous business ideas were catalysts to making a career change, 
however, furthering his educational 
background still remained a priority.Within this period, Storm Records had expressed interest in 
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signing the World Famous Akademy having heard their material on a local radio station. 
Coincidentally, one of the co-owners of Storm, Obi Asika, was an older cousin of Naeto. Years 
prior to Storm indicating interest in the World Famous Akademy, Naeto had already played 
earlier material of himself and his group to Obi.       After receiving Obi's message from South 
Africa about signing the World Famous Akademy trio, Naeto notified the rest of the group and 
introduced Ikechukwu to Obi over the phone and in person in December 2005. A year later 
both Naeto and Ikechukwu would return to Nigeria at the beginning of 2006 and Ikechukwu 
would release his debut album titled "Son of the Soil", laying the foundation for "Naeto C" and 
the World Famous Akademy. 

 

While in Nigeria, Naeto got admission into University of Hertfordshire, to pursue a Masters in 
Biotechnology. Having found the ideal recording home that would provide the flexibility to 
nurture a career in music alongside a Masters program in the UK, signing a record deal with 
Storm was a perfect match. Working as an in-house producer with his newly discovered 
production team "ET-Quake" (Consisting of TY Mix and VC Perez).While in Nigeria, Naeto got 
admission into University of Hertfordshire, to pursue a Masters in Biotechnology. Having found 
the ideal recording home that would provide the flexibility to nurture a career in music 
alongside a Masters program in the UK, signing a record deal with Storm was a perfect match. 
Working as an in-house producer with his newly discovered production team "ET-Quake" 
(Consisting of TY Mix and VC Perez). 

 

His first single from his album titled, “You Know My P”, Sitting on Top is a phenomenal piece of 
work, with a delightful video to go with it. The song sat on the charts from Soundcity to MTV 
Base for weeks and is still going strong. He also shot a video for his next single “You Know My 
P”. As a producer, Naeto was able to display his production skills working with Storm artists like 
Sasha, Dare Art-Alade, GT the Guitarman, Disconnect, Saro-Wiwa and Nkiru. Within a year of 
working with the aforementioned artists, Naeto had successfully recorded over 60 songs 
including his most recent album material (a bulk of which he co-produced with ET-Quake). A 
notable production achievement is the "I Believe” song Naeto wrote and co-produced with VC 
Perez (member of ET-Quake), which features himself, an up and coming R&B/Gospel artist, 
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Sheun and the Legendary Hugh Masekela from South Africa. Within the same year Naeto 
garnered a lot of experience performing, from Ikechukwu's album launch to Channel O awards 
to the I Believe Tour to Always promo tour with Sasha and many more gigs, in preparation for 
the phenomenal MTN Homecoming Concert, headlined by a popular friend, Nigerian pop 
sensation, D'banj. 

 

• After all this hype, Naeto released his third single, “Kini Big Deal” and it ruled the charts, 
clubs and everywhere else for a very long time. He then released his album and it was a 
huge success. It is still one of the best selling hip hop albums in Nigeria till date.  Due to 
the hype and demand for Naeto C, he performed at shows like The Thisday Music 
Festival after parties in both Washington Dc & London and The Nokia Face of Africa 
event in South Africa. He also performed at the Opening of Big Brother Africa and 
Rhythm Unplugged 2008. 

• He was also honoured by his former school, Atlantic hall for his outstanding 
achievement in the Nigerian entertainment industry and as one of the most successful 
people to graduate from the school. He was named an ambassador by the school, at a 
well attended event which took place in Lagos. 

• He is currently studying for a Master’s Degree in Energy at the University of Dundee and 
also recording material for the release of his next album titled “Super C Season”. He has 
released a single titled “Ako mi ti poju” from the album and shot a video which has 
topped all music charts in the last quarter of the year. 

• He recently opened the show for American singer, R Kelly at the This Day music festival 
in Sun City South Africa and was also a judge on Emcee Africa 2009 edition in Botswana. 
He is co-host on new TV series for channel O called Jamrock 5. 

• Naeto C has won  several awards and been nominated severally, since the inception of 
his career, some of the noteable awards won include, HHWA best hip hop single 2009, 
Soundcity best male video 2009, Best new act @ MTV MAMA’s award 2008. He also just 
recently won a Channel O Award for the Video of The Year, in carnival city South Africa 
for 2009. 

• He has also done some major collabos for his next album with international and local 
stars who include Sway, HHP and an All Star Africa collabo (which features HHP, 
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Proverb, Zeus, Nazizi and Tamarasha) titled “All around the A”. On the local scene he has 
recorded with YQ, Sauce Kid, Da Grin, Waje, Omawunmi, and worked with producers So 
Sick, Dr Frabz, Tee-y-mix and Sars so far, he is still working and preparing a classic follow 
up album to his debut album. 

• In 2010, Naeto C is continuing to record his second album, whilst shooting video’s and 
recording songs. He is also doing shows all over the place. He just recently performed at 
the Harvard Business School, African Business Conference & Fashion Show. He also has a 
few other shows in the United States this month. The second video  for the  next single  
Duro off his album, will be released shortly. 

 

DOWNLOAD HERE http://www.mediafire.com/supercfreebies  

 

www.stormnigeria.com 

www.youtube.com/stormnigeria 

www.twitter.com/naetoc 

http://www.facebook.com/NaetoC 

http://www.facebook.com/NaetoCee 

http://www.myspace.com/naetochuko  
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